
Prestigious Quality and Environmental Certifications for Kent
company, RGVA
RGVA, a leading vehicle branding specialist has been awarded ISO9001 and ISO14001 placing it as one of the UK’s best
credentialed companies.

Recognised internationally, the certifications cover all aspects of an organisations supply chain, from initial procurement and supplier vetting to
client satisfaction and environmental impact monitoring. RGVA is the only Vehicle Branding company in the UK to be awarded both
certifications. Less than 3% of UK businesses hold both standards, with fewer than 1% having gained ISO14001.

“RGVA made the changes necessary to be awarded these ISO certificates to demonstrate its commitment to quality and environment” said Ian
Calderwood, Managing Director “I’m pleased that my company and its team have yet again set another first in our industry. We were the
first graphics company in the UK to offer a solvent-free graphics option and we are now the first vehicle branding specialist to achieve
ISO14001. These awards show our continued commitment and ability to innovate and be best in what we do – which is every aspect of vehicle
branding”.

RGVA vehicle branding has been headquartered in Kent, South East England for more than a decade, and is about to move to new, larger
premises in Bearstead, Kent, just off junction 8 of the M20. The new premises will allow the company to expand its graphic production
operation using water based inks.

(ENDS)

For more information or to discuss your vehicle branding requirements please vist http://www.rgva.co.uk or call 
+44 (0)1622 73 00 27

RGVA are a leading vehicle branding specialist, supplying decals, cut graphics, wraps and livery solutions to companies across
the UK.  They pride themselves on being a Kent company, however, for many years have been designing, supplying and managing
branding for national fleet clients such as Sainsbury’s, ASDA, Michelin and Müller Dairies.  RGVA offer environmentally friendly
graphics and are the first vehicle branding specialist to achieve both ISO9001 and ISO14001 standard certification.  RGVA also
sells Traxx®, a patented quick-change truck frame system that was developed in 2004 by RGVA directors Ian Calderwood and
Richard Penn.  There are now more than 9000 trucks operating with this system worldwide.  Users include Sainsbury’s, Culina
Logistics, Carpet Right and Michelin.


